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Foreword
The decarbonisation of electricity by 2030, as recommended

by DECC’s Committee on Climate Change, requires and is

accompanied by a profound transformation in the energy

system at all levels. Renewable energy has a key role to

play, delivering reductions in emissions of greenhouse

gases, protection for the consumer from the volatility of

fossil fuel prices, and the economic and social benefits of

a thriving industry.

One thing connects all forms of electricity generation: the

network. It is important to ensure that renewable

generators are able to connect quickly and efficiently to

the network, in order that the benefits can be realised

across the country.

Currently, distributed renewable generation faces a range

of difficulties. RenewableUK, the leading industry association

for wind, wave, and tidal energy technologies, welcomes

innovation on the part of DNOs that allows more renewable

capacity to connect – more easily, more quickly, more cheaply.

We are particularly pleased to see the development of UK

Power Networks’ Flexible Plug and Play Low Carbon

Networks (FPP) project as an innovative step, based on

extensive stakeholder consultation. The key project

concept of using smart technologies such as dynamic line

ratings and active real-time control of generators coupled

with commercial curtailment arrangements is one that

should allow wind generators to connect to the network

faster and more cheaply than would otherwise be possible. 

RenewableUK looks forward to this and other innovation

projects being progressed and evaluated so that they can

be rolled out by the time of commencement of the next

round of RIIO-ED1 price controls in 2015. Such activities

should not remain the domain of isolated innovation

projects. This requires lessons to be learnt fast, a

regulatory incentive that encourages DG connections, and

price controls that enable DNOs to develop into more

active network companies.

We look forward to working with UK Power Networks, other

DNOs, and our members, to ensuring that collectively we

make steady progress to achieving a low-carbon economy.

Zoltan Zavody

Grid Policy Manager, RenewableUK
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Executive summary

FPP is a Low Carbon Network Fund (LCNF) Tier II project

that is trialling a number of innovative technical and

commercial solutions for the connection of distributed

generation (DG). The need for FPP arises directly from the

objectives and challenges related to DG, especially

onshore wind, highlighted in the Renewable Energy

Strategy. Much of this is likely to be connected at a

distribution network level, which provides sizeable

commercial and technical challenges to DNOs. These are

the challenges that FPP is endeavouring to address. It is

on these topics that stakeholders of the FPP project were

identified and consulted in order to inform this report.

The fundamental objective of FPP is to identify and

demonstrate commercial, regulatory and technical solutions

to allow better (cheaper, faster or less risky) network

connections for DG, specifically renewable generation

(RG). Related to this is an objective to investigate ways in

which the network can be better utilised, for example by

managing the network more efficiently in real time.

Stakeholder engagement runs throughout the project, and

has the aim of better understanding the needs, concerns

and viewpoints of DG developers, other DNOs, renewable

generation developer trade associations, local government,

and regulatory and policy-making bodies in the context of

the FPP project, and their current activities in this area.

This report is the first output of FPP’s stakeholder engagement

activities and covers the initial stakeholder engagement

exercise, as listed above. The specific objectives of the

initial exercise were to define and interview appropriate

stakeholders on a wide range of commercial, regulatory

and technical issues relevant to distribution-connected

distributed generation, and to produce conclusions useful

Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) have an important role to play in
supporting the Government’s move to a low carbon economy. The
Department for Energy and Climate Change’s (DECC) Renewable Energy
Strategy, in particular, has made ambitious predictions in relation to the
growth of renewable generation, which has major implications for DNOs
who will need to connect them to the distribution network. As a result, UK
Power Networks has a portfolio of innovation projects that are helping
accommodate new technologies onto the distribution network. One of these
projects is Flexible Plug and Play Low Carbon Networks (FPP). 

The work falls into three stages:

• Initial stakeholder engagement, at the start of the

project;

• Ongoing activities, in particular in relation to

network connections for specific renewable

generation projects in the FPP trial area;

• Second stakeholder engagement, towards the end

of the project.



for subsequent FPP workstreams and for the wider

industry. The findings of the interviews are structured 

and discussed under a number of major themes. These

themes are:

• Curtailment of DG production;

• Provision of ancillary services by generation developers

to the network;

• The DG connection process;

• Public opinion and consenting.

Major conclusions are as follows:

Generator curtailment is seen as offering substantial

opportunities, implemented as part of Active Network

Management schemes optimising the export of multiple

generation developers onto the distribution network

against known network constraints. Active Network

Management can be used in conjunction with other smart

technologies such as dynamic rating of lines or other

assets. Generation developers had no concerns about

being offered connections with some form of curtailment,

as long as the implementation was transparent and the

estimate of curtailment had low uncertainty. Indeed,

uncertainty is seen as the major problem for curtailment.

Several solutions are discussed.

It was found that the only feasible ancillary services are:

• Provision of reactive power and voltage control, which

appears to have no significant technical or regulatory

barriers, though the optimum commercial arrangements

are not clear at this stage.

• Power quality services (harmonic filtering and reduction

of voltage fluctuations), for which there is much less

experience. Although most wind and PV technologies

can in principle provide these services, substantial

technical development by equipment manufacturers 

will be required, and there is no experience of 

commercial arrangements.

Several ways of improving the DG connections process 

are proposed, primarily to do with provision of

information and providing greater flexibility in responding

to connection applications.

A secondary objective of the initial stakeholder engagement

activity was to recruit potential generation developers to

the FPP trials, where this is beneficial for the project objectives

and the generation developers in question. This activity is

being carried forward by FPP’s Workstream 31 (Commercial

Arrangements), comprising of Cambridge University and

UK Power Networks. This workstream will take the

knowledge gained from the initial stakeholder engagement

activity and use it to develop alternative commercial

arrangements to offer generation developers participating

in the FPP trial.

Flexible Plug and Play Stakeholder Engagement Report | 7

1 FPP has 8 workstreams: WS1 Communications Platform; WS2 Smart Devices; WS3 Commercial Arrangements; WS4 Active Network Management; WS5 Stakeholder Engagement;
WS6 Strategic Investment Model; WS7 Learning and Dissemination and WS8 Systems Integration.
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UK Power Networks owns, operates and manages three of

the 14 distribution networks in the UK. The licensed

distribution networks are in the East of England, London

and the South East. UK Power Networks is one of the

largest Distribution Network Operators (DNO) in the UK,

covering an area of approximately 30,000 square kilometres,

and approximately eight million connected customers.

DNOs have an important role to play in supporting the

Government’s move to a low carbon economy. The

Department for Energy and Climate Change’s (DECC) UK

Renewable Energy Strategy2, in particular, has made

ambitious predictions in relation to the growth of renewable

generation (RG), which has major implications for DNOs

who will need to connect them. As a result, UK Power

Networks has a portfolio of innovation projects that are

helping accommodate new technologies onto the

distribution network. One of these projects is Flexible Plug

and Play Low Carbon Networks (FPP). 

FPP is a Low Carbon Network Fund (LCNF) Tier II project

that is trialling a number of innovative technical and

commercial solutions for the connection of distributed

generation (DG). FPP is led by UK Power Networks, but

relies on the collaboration and expertise of its 11 project

partners: Cable & Wireless Worldwide, Alstom Grid, Silver

Spring Networks, Smarter Grid Solutions, GL Garrad

Hassan, University of Cambridge, Imperial College London,

Institution of Engineering and Technology, Fundamentals,

GE Power Conversion and Wilson Transformers Company.

This Stakeholder Engagement Report was produced by GL

Garrad Hassan. 

The need for FPP arises directly from the objectives and

challenges related to onshore wind generation

highlighted in the Renewable Energy Strategy. This

document sets an ambitious target for 30% of the UK's

Flexible Plug and Play: background
electricity to be generated from renewable energy

sources by 2020, and up to 40% by 2030. Onshore wind is

seen as playing a critical role in enabling this move to a

low carbon future as it is the cheapest deployable large-

scale renewable technology. The amount of installed

onshore wind capacity in the UK is currently 5 GW but is

expected to increase dramatically to 13 GW by 2020.

Much of this expected wind generation is likely to be

connected at a distribution network level, which provides

sizeable commercial and technical challenges to DNOs as

well as to the wider energy community. These are the

challenges that FPP is endeavouring to address. It is on

these topics that stakeholders to the FPP project were

identified and consulted to inform this report.

FPP’s stakeholder engagement activities have been influenced

by Ofgem’s Distributed Generation Forum, which is an event

that brings together DNOs, National Grid (NG) and the DG

community to discuss the issues and barriers faced with

regard to the connection of DG to the distribution network.

This event has highlighted the necessity to enhance

stakeholder engagement with a view to improving the

renewable generation connection process. This has been

reflected in FPP’s stakeholder engagement interview process,

which consulted stakeholders on both the technical and

commercial challenges regarding connecting DG.

1.1

2 http://www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/what%20we%20do/uk%20energy%20supply/energy%20mix/renewable%20energy/
renewable%20energy%20strategy/1_20090717120647_e_@@_theukrenewableenergystrategy2009.pdf 

“ The need for FPP 
arises directly from the
objectives and challenges
related to onshore wind
generation highlighted in
the Renewable Energy
Strategy”



The fundamental objective of FPP is to identify and

demonstrate commercial, regulatory and technical

solutions to allow better network connections for DG,

specifically renewable generation.

‘Better’ in this context can mean:

• Cheaper: reducing the capital cost of connections for

generators, for example by allowing connection to a

closer, weaker part of the network. ‘Cheaper’ could also

include reducing operating costs or providing an income

from provision of ancillary services to the DNO.

• Faster: allowing generators to connect to the

distribution network earlier, for example by

implementing solutions that require less network

reinforcement to be built. ‘Faster’ could also include

improving the connection application process.

• Less uncertain: reducing the uncertainties in feasibility,

timing and cost of network connections.

To achieve this, FPP will trial a wide range of smart

technologies and applications such as: dynamic line ratings;

active power flow and voltage management; advanced

protection schemes; a quadrature booster transformer and

'frequent use' switches in order to create a truly flexible

network capable of achieving the maximum contribution

from DG. Generators are likely to benefit through flexible

connection options and lower overall charges.

Demand-side response and energy storage may, in future,

have a role to play in enabling high penetrations of

renewable generation, but are not considered within FPP.

FPP objectives
1.2
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Stakeholder engagement runs throughout the project, 

and has the aim of better understanding the needs,

concerns and viewpoints of DG developers, other DNOs,

RG trade associations, local government, and regulatory

and policy-making bodies in the context of the FPP

project, and their current activities in this area.

Stakeholder engagement forms part of Workstream 53

of the project. The results will feed into other

workstreams. The work falls into three stages:

• Initial stakeholder engagement, at the start of the project;

• Ongoing activities, as necessary, and in particular in

relation to network connections for specific renewable

generation projects;

• Second stakeholder engagement, towards the end of

the project, to capture the experience of parties

affected by the work of FPP.

This report covers the initial stakeholder engagement.

The specific objectives of the initial stakeholder engagement

work were to define and interview appropriate stakeholders

on a wide range of commercial, regulatory and technical

issues relevant to distribution network-connected RG, and to

produce conclusions useful for subsequent FPP workstreams

and for the wider industry.

The areas of interest are dominated by a few major

‘themes’. These themes are used to structure the rest of

this report:

• Curtailment of DG production;

• Provision of ancillary services by generators to 

the network;

• The connection process for distributed generators;

• Public opinion and consenting4.

As a secondary objective, the stakeholder engagement

process also aimed to recruit potential generation developers

to the FPP trials, where this is beneficial for the project

objectives and the generation developer in question. 

This is covered in Appendix 2.

As a further objective, the stakeholder engagement process

will also ensure that more general learning on stakeholder

engagement is captured by UK Power Networks, by other

project participants where relevant, and by other DNOs,

OFGEM and DECC. This is addressed in Section 5.

Flexible Plug and Play Stakeholder Engagement Report | 11

Stakeholder engagement objectives
1.3

3 FPP has 8 workstreams: WS1 Communications Platform; WS2 Smart Devices; WS3 Commercial Arrangements; WS4 Active Network Management; WS5 Stakeholder Engagement; WS6
Strategic Investment Model; WS7 Learning and Dissemination and WS8 Systems Integration.

4 ’Consenting’ is the industry term for what is often called ‘planning permission’. This report avoids the use of the word ‘planning’ in this context, to avoid confusion with project planning.
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Stakeholders are those who may be affected by the FPP

project, who have directly relevant experience, or who will

be interested in the results. The stakeholder groups

identified are:

Flexible Plug and Play Stakeholder Engagement Report | 13

Definition of Stakeholders
2.1

Office of Gas and
Electricity Markets
(Ofgem)

Existing generation
connected and operational
in the FPP trial area

Other distribution
network operators (DNOs)
with relevant projects

Lenders

Proposed generation
developers applying for
connections in the area, 
i.e. those who have either
considered/accepted a
connection offer, or who
have indicated an interest 
in submitting a connection
application

Department of Energy and
Climate Change (DECC)

Local government
and local network
users

Trade associations
for the renewables
industries

National
Grid (NG)

Wind turbine
manufacturers
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The selection of the specific stakeholders for consultation

was achieved as follows:

Existing and proposed generation customers

This group is likely to have opinions and knowledge on all

issues relevant to FPP.

In order to comply with their obligations for confidentiality5,

UK Power Networks wrote to all existing and prospective

generators in the FPP area to seek their permission to provide

their details to GL Garrad Hassan with a view to being

contacted for a telephone interview. Of the total 32 generation

developers contacted, 18 returned a formal signed agreement

allowing their details to be provided. These account for 22

sites in the FPP area. Names of generators and projects are

considered confidential and are excluded from this report.

Other DNOs

A substantial amount of work relevant to FPP has been

and is being undertaken with DNO involvement.

Three DNOs were selected to be interviewed: Scottish and

Southern (SSE), Scottish Power (SP) and Western Power

Distribution (WPD). Selection was on the basis of their

known involvement in projects funded under through the

LCNF, IFI or RPZ programmes or similar, which have

parallels with FPP. Table 2.1 sets out these related projects

relevant to FPP. See the Glossary for more information on

the nature of these schemes.

Selection of stakeholders
2.2

5 Section 105 (2) of the Utilities Act 2000



6 Further information available at: http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Networks/ElecDist/lcnf/Pages/lcnf.aspx 

DNO Description of project Relevance to FPP

SP

SP

SP

SSE

WPD

WPD

Active network management with hydro generation
Just starting. Intended to allow an existing hydro
generator to increase its connection capacity significantly,
without substantial reinforcement.

Ashton Hayes smart village
SP has around 6 months’ experience so far with detailed
measurements of consumer behaviour in a village in
Cheshire, where the community has implemented heat
pumps, PV systems, and an electric vehicle.

Implementation of real-time thermal rating
Gives operators greater visibility of the actual thermal
status of critical parts of the network.

Orkney
SSE now has substantial experience with Active Network
Management on Orkney, which has allowed a large
increase in renewable generation in return for occasional
curtailment. 

Low Carbon Hub
33 kV network in Lincolnshire. Trialling of voltage control
principles and 33 kV power-electronic device to save costs
for DG connections.

Falcon
Use of real-time measured data in network planning and
reinforcement, specifically for low carbon technologies.
Includes dynamic ratings, and commercial arrangements
with network users. Development of investment models
to identify most cost-effective interventions to relieve
capacity constraints.

Single generator and specific network constraint
(in this case voltage control), similar to some of
the connection applications within FPP.

Community engagement in rural area. Greater
understanding of substation loads.

Trials on a 132 kV line in North Wales, which may
allow an increase in wind generation capacity.

Active network management specifically for wind
generation. Use of Curtailment.

Similar geographical and electrical network area to
FPP. Voltage control trials. Commercial arrangements.

Principally 11 kV. Specific aims of faster and
cheaper connections for low carbon technologies.
Dynamic rating of items other than overhead lines.
Commercial arrangements.

Dynamic rating of overhead lines and transformers.Flexible networks for a low-carbon future
Investigation of solutions for three overloaded
substations in different parts of the country. Includes
investigation of dynamic rating of 33 kV lines and
primary substation transformers. 

SP

Table 2.1: DNO projects relevant to FPP6

WPD Interconnection of WPD and NGC SCADA
Costs and benefits, methodology.

Includes aim of making distributed generation visible
to NG.

WPD Voltage control system demonstration
Testing Static VAR Compensation units on 11 kV rural
network.

Voltage control on rural networks including wind
generation.

Flexible Plug and Play Stakeholder Engagement Report | 15
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Ofgem

Ofgem is the formal client for the FPP project, but was

also included in the stakeholder consultation in order to

discuss initial views and conclusions arising from

discussions, particularly with generation developers.

Ofgem is aware of the current thinking in industry working

groups, and other relevant work elsewhere.

DECC

DECC is included due to their role in both renewables policy

and implementation, as well as their deep involvement in

industry working groups.

Local government

The majority of the FPP trial area is located within the

boundaries of Cambridgeshire County Council (CCC), which

is the local authority responsible for both economic

development and strategic planning functions, both of which

are relevant to FPP. Second-tier councils (such as Cambridge

city council) in the area have formal responsibility for

planning consents, but in the context of the FPP project,

the strategic planning function is relevant.

Other network users

No organisations specifically representing local interests in

the electricity network within the FPP area were found.

The Cambridgeshire Renewable Infrastructure Forum (CRIF)

was formed by local authorities in the region in order to

consider the Cambridgeshire’s potential contribution to

national renewable targets, the infrastructure that would

therefore be required, spatial planning and economic

development implications.

It has now completed its task, but its deliverables are

relevant for FPP. 

Trade associations for the renewables industries

RenewableUK (formerly British Wind Energy Association) is

the UK trade association for wind, wave and tidal generation.

It is involved in major policy issues and consultations for

renewable generation. 

National Grid (NG)

NG staff involved in transmission connection of renewable

generation were interviewed to discuss management of

renewable generator curtailment with the ‘Connect and

Manage’ principle, and related issues. 

Wind turbine manufacturers

Wind forms a large part of the anticipated generation

forecast by DECC. Wind project developers do not necessarily

have detailed knowledge of turbine capabilities relevant

to network connection issues, especially ancillary services.

Therefore one wind turbine manufacturer was

interviewed, chosen because of known technical ability

and willingness to discuss technical issues that are not

project-specific. 

Lenders

Many renewable generation projects, particularly the

more sizeable ones, are financed in large part through

borrowing. Lenders’ views are therefore important,

particularly the implications of curtailment. A bank

experienced in lending to small wind projects subject to

curtailment was therefore interviewed.



The research methodology used was the semi-structured

interview. This has the following benefits over alternative

approaches:

• Interviewees are sent a list of areas for discussion in

advance, unless the subject area is very limited and

well-defined, so that they are better focussed. This also

helps to ensure that interviewees appreciate the

importance of the interview, and that they provide

people with an appropriate level of experience for the

subjects to be discussed.

• The interview was not structured as a ‘box-ticking’

exercise as is common in market research and opinion

polls, as this time could be better used by focussing on

the issues that are important to the stakeholder being

interviewed and prevents the discussion following

directions not considered at the design stage.

In order to be time and cost efficient, most interviews were

conducted by phone. A few were face-to-face meetings,

where this was feasible.

Most interviews took around one hour. A few (DNOs, DECC

and NG) took 90 minutes. The interviews with the wind

turbine manufacturer and bank were shorter, as they

were covering specific, limited questions. GL Garrad

Hassan carried out all interviews, and for most interviews

members of the FPP management team also joined.

Interviews ran over the period June-September 2012.

More detail is shown in Appendix 1, which also shows the

interviews achieved.

Specific areas of questioning were identified in advance

for each group and are described in Table 2.2. 

Flexible Plug and Play Stakeholder Engagement Report | 17
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2.3
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Line of questioning Existing generation
developers

l

l

l

l

l

Curtailment
Technical capabilities of generating plant: actual/feasible

Financing model: connection issues and risks

Who is best placed to take curtailment risk? Is attitude based
on rare extremes or annual average? Effect of capping. Other
means to limit exposure

What certainty around timing and level of curtailment would
be helpful/can be provided

Previous experience with curtailment of generators

New generation
developers

DNOs

l

l

l

l

l

Ancillary Services
Attitude to non-standard commercial arrangements, ancillary services

Interfacing with DNO: hardware, responsibilities

Technical issues for distribution-connected renewable generation

Market and regulatory issues for distribution-connected 
generation, demand, storage, electric vehicles

Possible services generators are able to provide to the network, 
and benefits that they could provide the DNO

Cost of ancillary services in terms of output and increased capex 

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Table 2.2: Areas of questioning, by stakeholder group
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DECC Local Government Trade associations National Grid Wind turbine supplier Lenders

l

l

l

ll

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l



l

l

l

l

Connections process for DG
Connections process for distribution-connected generation,
specifically renewables

Information provision in advance of application

Flexibility (or lack of) in the connection process once a
connection application has been made

Interface with the consenting process

l

General
Views on participating further in FPP

Related projects in which they are/were involved

Need for distribution-connected renewable generation to meet
targets, barriers and incentives to achieve this

Other current policy issues such as Electricity Market Reform

TSO responsibility for system-wide technical issues, such as
frequency response functions of DG

Consenting, economic development and infrastructure issues.
Relevant policies

Local attitudes to electricity generation, including renewables, and
to infrastructure issues, especially network reinforcement. Balance
of local vs. national policies; implementation

Table 2.2: Areas of questioning, by stakeholder group

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l
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Line of questioning Existing generation
developers

New generation
developers

DNOs



l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Flexible Plug and Play Stakeholder Engagement Report | 21
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The purpose of this section is to discuss the issues that 

were raised by, and discussed with, stakeholders, as set out

in Section 1.3.

Flexible Plug and Play Stakeholder Engagement Report | 23

General
3.1
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3.2.1 Definitions

Generator curtailment occurs when a generator is temporarily

prevented from generating as desired (‘constrained’) and

must reduce output below its current capacity, to some lower

limit or possibly to zero. The main reasons for curtailment are:

• The transmission or distribution network to which the

generator is connected imposes some temporary limit

(for example, statutory voltage limits would be

exceeded, or thermal limits on a transformer, cable or

overhead line would be exceeded).

• Another generator must run, either because of the

services it provides to the network, or because it will be

needed shortly and is unable to start or stop rapidly7.

It is important to note the temporary nature of curtailment.

This can be due to a rare combination of foreseeable

events for which it is better to accept occasional curtailment

than to invest; or due to random failures, for example by

a distribution substation transformer. 

Other relevant terms in this context are ‘firm’ and ‘non-

firm’ connections. 

• A firm connection means that the generator may

produce up to the firm limit in all circumstances, except

for exceptional events such as rare combinations of

equipment failures, adverse weather, and customer

demand. Typically this would be provided by two

separate connection paths, going to different points on

an interconnected network, and each capable of

carrying the full output of the generator. 

• A non-firm connection means that the generator 

output may be subject to reduction or interruption for

technical or commercial reasons. Typically this would be

provided by a single connection path from the network

to the generator. 

Curtailment
Firm connections are standard for demand customers and

generators. However for generators with low capacity

factor (such as some renewables), located in areas where

the network is sparse and connection costs high, a non-

firm connection is often acceptable.

A firm connection does not provide much financial

compensation should the worst case scenario occur8. The

advantage to the generator is in the reduction in probability

of occurrence of curtailment, not the reduction in impact.

NG noted that on the transmission system, curtailment of

non-firm generators happened mainly because of short-

duration faults, rather than longer maintenance outages.

In this discussion, ‘curtailment’ means limiting 

output power to a defined setpoint. However in 

some cases, curtailment to achieve a limit on ‘ramp rate’

could be relevant, i.e. the rate at which output power

increases or decreases. The net effect however is the

same: lost production.

3.2.2 Relevance to FPP

In the context of the FPP project, generator curtailment is

considered to have significant potential. All three DNOs

interviewed have experience with curtailment:

• WPD considered Dynamic Line Rating (DLR) with

curtailment to be ‘a gamechanger’ on their 132 kV system. 

• SP intend to build a single 132 kV wood-pole line to

meet wind generation developments in Wales, 

whereas without DLR (and accompanying low risk of

curtailment), a double-circuit tower line may have 

been required.

• SSE noted that the Active Network Management system

on Orkney, which automatically implements generator

curtailment when necessary, cost £0.5M instead of

reinforcement works costing £30M.

3.2

7 An example is the use of large thermal plant because their synchronous generators provide reactive power capability essential to retain voltage stability in a weaker area of the
transmission network, even though economic scheduling of generating plants would choose a cheaper generator in preference.

8 Statutory compensation of only £2 per MWh is payable where an interruption not specified in the connection agreement occurs. 



A likely scenario is wind generation connected to an

overhead line. The line may be close to its design thermal

ratings before connection of the wind generation.

However, thermal ratings are usually defined assuming

high air temperature and low wind speeds. The

probability of these conditions occurring in conjunction

with full output from the wind generation is clearly very

low, such that it may be more economic to accept

occasional curtailment than to reinforce the overhead line.

Therefore it may be possible to connect more renewable

generation to the existing network, if some curtailment

could be accepted.

The economic savings are one driver, but other benefits

could be:

• the reduction in time needed to construct network

reinforcement;

• the reduction in time and risk of achieving planning

consent and wayleaves for the network reinforcement.

The local authority for the FPP trial area, Cambridgeshire

County Council, confirmed that avoiding new overhead

lines and new or extended substations was seen as an

advantage, as it would avoid the need for planning

consent, which could be contentious9. See Section 3.5.

3.2.3 Types of curtailment

This section discusses types of curtailment, specifically for

distribution networks, to highlight characteristics and

differences which are important for FPP.

There are in principle only three basic subdivisions of

curtailment relevant to FPP: passive, seasonal and active. 

Passive

This is ‘traditional’ curtailment, typically as described

above for a ‘non-firm’ connection. Curtailment only occurs

on some rare event or combinations of events, such as a

failure of a single element, or planned maintenance on a

major item.

Implementation can be as simple as direct loss of

connection, or otherwise by intertrip10, or possibly

manually by telephone instruction from the DNO control

centre to the generator. If manual, it may be done on

planning timescales or in real time in response to events.

Estimation of the curtailment risk is relatively

straightforward, based on historic equipment or network

failure statistics, and knowledge of the generator

characteristics. Curtailment risk is insensitive to changes

elsewhere on the network, including other demand

customers and generators.

The curtailment risk is also likely to be low, and so

uncertainty in the curtailment estimate is not significant.

Seasonal

This is appropriate for situations where thermal limits 

or voltage limits are the driving factor. The generator

output is limited depending on the season. This can be

implemented by limits set manually by the generation

developer in the generator controller, and probably

backed up by manual adjustment of protection settings 

by the DNO. This is unlikely to fit within any definition of

Active Network Management (ANM).

Estimation of the curtailment risk is relatively

straightforward. However if the thermal limit 

(or other design driver) is affected by more than just 

the behaviour of the generator, there is a greater risk 

of curtailment volumes being affected by changes
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9 WPD reported that a project they are currently running, funded by the Low Carbon Network Fund, proposed to build a new short section of overhead line in order to facilitate anticipated
wind farm developments in the area. This was seen as potentially cheaper overall than responding to individual connection applications. However, there was very strong local
opposition, as the new overhead line was seen as facilitating, perhaps even encouraging wind projects to locate themselves in the area. WPD are now pursuing an alternative which
provides less benefit at greater cost.

10 Intertrip: implemented by traditional network protection relays. A direct signal is sent to ‘trip’ a circuit breaker at the Point of Connection of the generator. The signal is generated by failure of an
element of the transmission system (e.g. a transformer). The schemes can be complex, taking account of the status of multiple network elements, and possibly also measurements of for
example power flows or voltages.
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elsewhere in the network, or changes in demand

customers or other generation developers.

Active

This fits with the general concept of ANM being trialled

under FPP. 

Curtailment limits are communicated to the generator in

close to real-time, and in most cases automatically from the

DNO system to the generator controller without manual

intervention. The instruction could be as simple as an

intertrip signal (i.e. on/off), but is more likely to be a power

limit signal (this may be termed ‘automated generation

despatch’). Greater complexity is possible, such as additional

limits on ramp rate11. This will almost certainly be backed

up by DNO protection, or possibly by manual DNO response

to alarm signals.

The limits are calculated as a function of power flows on

the network, the voltage at the generator or at critical

points on the network and are affected by the weather

conditions (air temperature, wind speed, possibly wind

direction and insolation12).

The simplest case is where a single issue is the driver, for

example a thermal limit on an overhead line. In principle,

active curtailment schemes could be much more complex:

use of multiple generators, demand-side response and

other control functions, to optimise operation of a complex

network with multiple constraints, against multiple goals.

The multiple goals could include minimum constraint

volumes, minimum network losses, or equitable allocation

of constraint volumes between generators.

3.2.4 Stakeholder views on passive and seasonal

curtailment

Generation developers were well aware of these forms 

of curtailment. One had direct experience of curtailment

on a project in East Anglia, where the constraint was

applied seasonally. 

One generation developer had experience in another area

where an 800 kW wind turbine was de-rated13 to 500 kW

to fall within the FIT band for 0.5 MW, and therefore

achieve a higher tariff. This is effectively permanent

curtailment, yet is economic in these circumstances given

the level of subsidy and the internal economics of the

projects. The net effect of this curtailment of 27.5% by

capacity was stated to be a reduction in annual energy

production of around 10%, though clearly this depends on

the site and the wind turbine.

One generation developer interviewed was considering

adding additional wind turbine capacity to an operating

wind farm, without changing the connection capacity, as

increasing the latter would be expensive. This is a special

case of curtailment, where the generation developer can

be expected to have a good understanding of the project

and the connection, and therefore a fairly certain estimate

of the curtailment that may be expected.

3.2.5 Stakeholder views on active curtailment

Both existing and proposed generation developers were

aware of the advantages and disadvantages of active

curtailment, and a few even had direct experience of

curtailment on other projects, particularly in Northern

Ireland (driven by Dynamic Line Rating schemes). It is

11 Possibly on multiple timescales, e.g. limits on both MW per minute, and MW per 10 minutes.

12 Insolation: strength of sunlight. Not included in DNO calculations for overhead lines, but possibly could be in future.

13 De-rating in this context means modifications to ensure that the turbine is not physically capable of generating more than 500 kW, though the physical size and structure are unchanged.



clear from interview responses that wind and PV

generation developers14 would be very happy to consider

a connection with curtailment risk, if it brought net

benefits to the project. The potential saving in connection

cost was seen as the major benefit. However, there was

an interesting split in opinion on the time-saving benefit:

• Some larger wind projects did not see a benefit, as the

connection timescale for their project was not on the

critical path. The critical path was set by the timescale

for delivery of the turbines.

• For smaller projects intending to get Feed In Tariff (FIT)

contracts, connection timescale was critical. The

timescale for delivery of smaller wind turbines and (in

particular) PV equipment is shorter, but more

importantly, the FIT tariff obtained by a project depends

critically on its connection date: a delay here can mean

substantially reduced income over the lifetime of the

project. Several developers also mentioned the risk of

unscheduled reductions in FIT tariffs, as happened

recently for solar.

One generation developer described coping with

curtailment as ‘too much trouble’ for a 50 kW project,

because of the additional communications and

management overhead, but worth considering for 20 MW.

This view may be taken by developers of smaller projects

who may not have the capability of assessing the risks

and benefits accurately.

It is relevant that SSE reported that on Orkney, where the

network management system has been successful in

allowing increased generation by implementing

curtailment, the amount of curtailment experienced by

the generation developers may be under threat from

increased numbers of very small LV-connected generator

(each no more than a few kW). These generation

developers are not subject to curtailment, because of the

communications overheads, but collectively are now

becoming significant. SSE’s temporary solution is to

prevent new connections for small uncurtailed generators,

but they are looking at low-cost solutions to providing

curtailment for these generators, particularly by

‘broadcasting’ curtailment signals rather than providing

point-to-point dedicated communications.

NG’s views on curtailment, as implemented by ‘Connect

and Manage,’ are set out in Appendix 4.

3.2.6 Stakeholder views on technical risks of active

curtailment

Active curtailment by automatic means leaves the

generation developer open to unnecessary curtailment

due to failures or incorrect action by the DNO. Active

curtailment is likely to be implemented as a ‘fail-safe’

arrangement, i.e. if the communications path or other

equipment fails, the generator should default to a ‘safe’

state, which almost certainly will be a curtailed state. SSE

reported that their greatest problem with the curtailment

scheme on Orkney at the beginning of the project was

failure of the communications system. This was mitigated

by further enhancement of the communications system.

Generation developers expressed no concerns about

technical implementation of curtailment. They were not

concerned about granting the DNO the right to automatically

and remotely curtail output without warning, as long as

the process was transparent and could be verified.

This result is slightly surprising, but is probably due to

confidence in the DNO’s ability to run communications

systems, backed by an assumption that every event will

be explained. SSE reported that on Orkney, curtailment

was very often rapidly followed by enquiries from the
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14 Note that there is a fundamental factor affecting wind and PV generation views of curtailment: they have a low annual capacity factor, i.e. they are not often able to run at full output. Therefore
occasional reduction in the maximum permitted output may have a relatively small impact on their annual production. This is not the same for other distribution-connected generators, such as
anaerobic digestion plant.
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affected generation developers as to the cause of the

problem. SSE considered that a curtailment scheme should

contain a robust process for rapidly informing affected

generation developers of the reasons for the curtailment.

3.2.7 Stakeholder views on uncertainty in timing of

curtailment

The benefit of advance warning of curtailment was

discussed with generation developers. The general

opinion was that warning on timescales of a week or

month may be of some benefit, as it may allow

scheduling of maintenance during periods of curtailment.

Warning on shorter timescales would provide no benefit.

This conclusion is relevant to wind and PV: perhaps for

anaerobic digestion (AD) plants, warning on timescales of

days would allow some benefit in managing the gas storage.

A few generation developers were asked for their views

on the impact of curtailment on imbalance risk borne by

the power purchasers (i.e. the penalty that a supplier

must pay for failing to deliver the forecast energy). They

were not aware if this was taken into account by power

purchasers in setting prices. 

3.2.8 Stakeholder views on uncertainty in curtailment

volumes

Generation developers expressed no strong opinions on

how curtailment could be implemented commercially. The

overriding issue for them was in assessing the level of

curtailment and its uncertainty. In other words, generation

developers were very happy to consider any arrangement

as long as there was an acceptable level of certainty on

the amount of production they would lose. Generation

developers were asked what level of curtailment would

make their project uneconomic, but they were not able to

respond: the typical answer was that it would depend on

all the other aspects affecting project finances and could

only be considered on a project basis. It is generally true

to say that, at the stage of applying for a connection,

project developers have only an imprecise knowledge of

the project finances: they have not tendered for the major

capital items, may not have reached agreement with

landowners on land rental, may have to change their

project size or characteristics to achieve planning consent,

and may not have a clear idea of how much finance will

cost them.

Uncertainty in curtailment estimates comes from several

sources, such as:

• Probability of correlation of high winds with low

electricity demand and high air temperatures.

• Probability of correlation of high output with equipment

failures on the DNO system.

• Robustness of the DNO’s equipment and methodology for

implementing curtailment, although, as noted above, this

was not identified as a problem by generation developers.

• Future behaviour of other generation on the network,

and new generation, affecting the curtailment issue:

this can be mitigated by a Last In First Out (LIFO) policy,

though this is not seen as essential in its own right.

• Future behaviour of electricity consumers on the network:

for example, the risk of a major industrial consumer

closing down. This issue was specifically identified by

SSE as a factor favouring the curtailment scheme on

Orkney: there is no single large demand customer. 

The clear picture was that, even if on average curtailment

over a year was expected to be small, without a limit on

exposure to the risk of a severe ‘bad year’, curtailment

was seen as very unattractive to generation developers.

The problem was seen as most severe by those intending

to fund the project through project finance (see Glossary). 



There was an interesting divergence of opinion for wind

farm developers, which may be generalised as follows:

• Larger wind projects using project finance spend

considerable effort understanding all the risks, including

the uncertainties of energy production due to wind

variability. Additional curtailment risk is to be avoided.

• Smaller wind projects funded by landowners (including

possibly borrowing, but secured by land or other assets,

and therefore less onerous than project finance) will

not have evaluated risks in such detail. The lender

interviewed suggested that because landowners have

other income streams, they require less certainty.

Note also that some developers may develop and 

build smaller projects ‘on balance sheet,’ i.e. not 

project finance, but nevertheless insist on ‘bankable’

finances in order that they may re-finance the project

after construction. 

For FIT projects, one respondent stated that the financial

returns on wind projects in the 500 kW band, on good

sites, were sufficient for the project to be able to support

curtailment of the order of 15-20% of annual production15.

An estimate of curtailment with substantial allowance for

uncertainty may still be within this limit.

Options for removing the uncertainty were discussed with

some generation developers. A ‘cap’ arrangement would

clearly be acceptable to generation developers, i.e. where

the downside in any one year is strictly limited. This

would most likely be a commercial arrangement with

another party, to limit the generation developer’s liability

for lost production16 to an agreed amount (‘cap’) in any

year. However this merely transfers the problem to some

other party who is prepared to underwrite this

agreement: some organisation has to pay for the lost

generation. Options discussed were:

• The DNO takes the risk. It pays the generation developer

for any curtailment over and above the agreed cap in

any year. It finances these payments through Use of

System charges, so in effect the costs of the lost

production are spread over all users of the electricity

system. This is comparable to the ‘Connect and Manage’

principle which operates at transmission level (see

Appendix 4). This may be difficult at distribution level,

as under current regulatory arrangements, the costs of

any particular connection should be borne by the

generator who caused the costs to be incurred.

• The DNO takes the risk. It finances the payments it has

to make through the capital savings it makes on

avoiding network reinforcement, i.e. with no net impact

on Use of System charges. Clearly this is only feasible if

the capital savings are sufficient.

• The DNO takes the risk. It finances the payments it has

to make through a regular fixed charge17 on the

generator (effectively an insurance premium), which

appears to meet the regulatory issue noted above. Note

that in this case in reality the generation developer is

taking the risk, but is spreading the risk over the

lifetime of the project. This could be acceptable in some

circumstances, as it avoids the ‘bad year’ risk that is

seen as very important for lenders. However it doesn’t

protect against a long-term increase in curtailment over

years, caused for example by reduction in electricity

demand in the area. It is also not clear whether this

‘premium’ is fixed at the outset, and if so, how the DNO

can accept the risk of changed circumstances such as a

reduction in electricity demand.

• An insurance company takes the risk. The insurance company

could be owned by the DNO, which in effect would be
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15 GL Garrad Hassan believes that if this is currently the case, it cannot be relied on for future projects, as Government can be expected to improve in its estimation of the FIT prices
necessary to achieve its aims.

16 Or possibly the duration of curtailment, though this seems less attractive in all aspects except for ease of measurement.

17 Or possibly a payment from the generator for years in which curtailment is less than the cap.
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similar to the previous option. The benefit is in the spread

of the risk across many projects on different networks,

and possibly different DNOs. However it is not clear if a

large enough market could exist to make this work.

As noted above, the current regulatory framework for

distributed generation connections requires that costs

should be targeted to the generation developer causing

them. In other words, a generation developer whose

connection results in capital costs and/or increased

operating costs should pay those costs, rather than any

form of ‘socialisation’ of costs across other network users.

This is very different from the situation at transmission

level, where the ‘Connect and Manage’ principle (see

Appendix 4) effectively socialises curtailment costs: this is

because a large part of connection costs are socialised at

transmission level (‘shallow’ connection charging). It is

not clear if changes to the regulatory framework at

distribution level are feasible in the foreseeable future.

This will be explored by the FPP project.

It seems likely that in all cases where the generation

developer would bear a significant curtailment risk,

generators will only be able to accept it if there is a

principle of LIFO.

It is worth noting that SSE’s experience with curtailment

on Orkney, discussed above, is that the generators in the

scheme were willing to accept uncapped risk under a LIFO

based arrangement. However this is in the context of:

• Extremely good wind conditions, so that a project’s

finances may be so robust that even high levels of

curtailment could be accepted.

• No other option: the cost of full network reinforcement

which would have to be borne by each generation developer

connecting without a curtailment scheme was unaffordable.

• No major industrial or commercial loads which may

close down, resulting in a step increase in curtailment.

• Confidence in understanding possible future

developments in a small, well-defined area.

All Orkney projects are understood to be selling their

output through the FIT system, so there is no penalty for

additional costs in failing to meet forecast output. 

The lender interviewed stated that curtailment was

relatively easy to estimate on Orkney, and so far the

predictions had proved to be fairly accurate.

There is also a technical issue to be resolved about

curtailment estimation, especially for wind and perhaps

also solar projects. To cope with the variation in energy

production between years, wind production estimates are

often produced both for the P50 and P9018 levels. For

project financing, lenders often use P90 or even P95,

particularly when considering ‘stress tests’, for example

the effect of a poor wind year on the ability of the project

to keep up its loan payments. However, a poor wind year

is likely to result in less than the expected volume of

curtailment, in absolute terms (MWh), and possibly also in

percentage terms. Therefore using a single estimate of

curtailment volume in conjunction with the P90 estimate

of annual production may overestimate the ‘worst case’

scenario that the project’s finances have to withstand. This

issue may be worth quantifying within FPP, as it may

show that curtailment uncertainty is less of an issue than

first appears, at least for projects with sophisticated

assessment of risks.

18 The P50 estimate is the annual energy production which is expected to be exceeded in 50% of all years. The P90 estimate is the energy production which is expected to be exceeded
in 90% of all years, and is therefore lower.



3.3.1 Context

The term ‘ancillary services’ is used here to cover all

services which a generation developer may provide to the

distribution network.

The most obvious is the control of reactive power production

or consumption, in order to contribute to voltage control.

The DNO has an obligation to control the voltage at each

customer’s point of connection, to keep it within statutory

limits. Voltages vary over time and across the network,

and are affected by customer demand, generation and

the configuration of the network. On distribution systems,

the rise in voltage potentially caused by a proposed

generator may be the principal factor which drives the

choice of connection point and reinforcement required. One

respondent noted that exceeding statutory voltage limits

was often an issue with distributed generation

connections, and therefore better voltage control

capability on the DNO network may be a solution. 

Wind turbines and PV installations connected to the

network via power-electronic converters19 also have, in

principle, the capability of improving ‘power quality’ on

the DNO system, specifically by reducing harmonic

voltages, and voltage fluctuations. AD plants, other types

of wind turbines, and other generation developers could,

in principle, also provide the same services by installing

separate power-electronic equipment on their sites. This

may be cheaper than the DNO’s costs for meeting the

same requirement, because the generation developer’s

network connection and substation can be used to

connect this equipment at little additional cost.

The term ‘ancillary services’ could include provision 

of frequency response or inertia20 to the transmission

system operator (TSO). SSE advised that on Shetland,

some demand customers now have water and space

heating controls which are frequency-dependent, to 

aid frequency stability of the isolated island network.

There is also likely to be a clear requirement in future 

for the output of distributed generation to be visible 

in real time to the TSO, which could be classed as a

‘service’. However, neither of these helps to resolve

problems at distribution level, and so are excluded 

from consideration within FPP.

Therefore, for the purposes of FPP, it is only necessary 

to consider the following as potential ancillary services:

• Control of reactive power to control voltage;

• Power quality: reduction of harmonic voltages and

voltage fluctuations.

3.3.2 Commercial arrangements

Generation developers were, without exception, open to

the concept of providing ancillary services. WPD noted

that, when they proposed making future use of the

reactive power capabilities of generators on a specific

section of network, the reaction from the generation

developers was ‘what took you so long to suggest it?’.

The main issue appears to be development of satisfactory

commercial arrangements. 

In discussion with generation developers, three general

cases were identified:
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Ancillary services
3.3

19 For wind turbines, this is implemented by AC/DC/AC conversion of all or part of the output power. This allows the generator to rotate at variable speed, which is advantageous for
wind turbine design, for several reasons. For PV, the output of the photovoltaic panels is a variable DC voltage, and DC/AC conversion is needed.

20 Conventionally, control of frequency on AC power systems is aided by the inertia of all the rotating plant that is synchronously connected to the system. A small difference between
the electricity demand, and the output of all generators, will result in all synchronously-connected inertias accelerating or decelerating slightly. This causes the frequency to change
slightly. However, the large rotating elements of modern wind turbines are connected to the power system by variable-speed power-electronic drives, so do not behave as
synchronously-connected inertias. PV plants have no rotating elements. Therefore, as wind and PV capacity increases, and fewer conventional thermal generators are in operation,
there is less inertia, and therefore variations in frequency become larger. In these circumstances the TSO may require wind generation to provide control of output power in response
to frequency variations, to produce an effect equivalent to inertia. 
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Case 3

Provision of ancillary services by the generation

developer directly results in a cheaper (or otherwise

better) network connection. The obvious case is

control of reactive power in order to reduce the

impact of the project on voltage levels on the

network, thereby avoiding network reinforcement. 

In this case, the benefit is directly for the generation

developer, who can decide if the extra capital and

operational costs of providing the capability are

justified by the benefits gained, i.e. faster or cheaper

network connection.

The DNO may need to install monitoring or protection

equipment to detect non-compliance by the generator,

most likely enforced by automatic disconnection.

Case 1

In this case, the generation developer can provide

benefits to the network at no appreciable cost to

the generation developer, to resolve issues which

are not directly caused by the generation developer.

Controlling voltage within statutory limits during

network contingencies is a clear example: the

generation developer might be able to resolve the

issue more cheaply than the DNO could do through

other options. 

In this case, provided there were no appreciable

costs or other disadvantages, generators stated that

they would be open to provision of the benefits.

However, it seems highly unlikely that generation

developers would sign agreements to provide the

services with penalties for non-delivery. Therefore this

case may only be attractive to the DNO for resolving

unimportant issues, or in rare events.

This is similar to Case 2, where the generation developer

provides benefits to the network, but at some cost

to the generation developer. A simple example is

choosing a wind turbine with a wider reactive power

range. This could be considerably cheaper for the DNO

than installing new reactive power control equipment

at a substation, with requirements for land, and

new switchgear.

In this case, generation developer would be open to 

proposals, provided payments by the DNO justify

the additional costs.

Table 3.1 summarises these cases, and suggests means by

which these could be provided.
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Benefits

Table 3.1: Options for provision of ancillary services

Costs

Means of
provision

Faster/cheaper connection 
for generation developer

Savings for DNO in Capex or Opex Savings for DNO in Capex or Opex

Increased Capex and/or Opex 
for generation developer

Possible Capex costs for 
DNO but passed to generation
developer in connection cost

Insignificant, to both parties Increased Capex and/or Opex for
generation developer

Connection agreement Unclear. Generation developer
may not sign up to penalties for
non-delivery of service, if the
scheme provides no significant
benefit to them

Connection agreement or ancillary
services agreement, with payment to
generation developer

Clear commercial issues here are:

• Does the generation developer need a long-term

contract (whether as part of the connection agreement

or as a separate ancillary services contract) in order to

justify the capital investment? In which case, does the

DNO take the risk that future developments in the network

remove the requirement for the ancillary service?

• How can the DNO achieve a competitive price21 for

provision of the ancillary service, given that the

decision may have to be made at the time of

connection application, and there are unlikely to be

competing generation developer available at that time?

Table 3.1 shows no need for a mechanism for mandatory

provision of services by the generation developer on

demand, but in a situation of clear network benefit and

insufficient competition, would a mandatory requirement

be justified? And if so, how would the price be set?

• Who takes the risk of the generation developer being

unable to provide the ancillary service, for example due

to maintenance or failure of his plant? Some wind turbines

cannot provide reactive power when not generating22.

• Specifically for the voltage control issue, the

competition may be stand-alone voltage regulators

which several DNOs are trialling on their networks23. If

these trials are successful, how cheap would a voltage

control ancillary service from a wind farm have to be in

order to be attractive to the DNO? 

There may be no regulatory requirement that would

prevent provision of ancillary services through connection

agreements or ancillary services agreements, and indeed

it is already possible for DNOs to give credits on Use of

System charges, if a generation developer allows

reinforcement to be delayed. SSE stated that on Orkney,

they envisage paying for reactive power provision by

generators and by storage devices, and see no regulatory

impediment. More generally, SSE believe it is better to

understand the technical issues and optimum solutions

before attempting regulatory change.

21 i.e. bids from competing suppliers.

22 Though if this became a major issue for turbine selection, there are turbines that do comply, and there are other technical solutions that could be implemented within the wind farm.

23 Though SP noted some scepticism about oil-filled voltage regulation devices located on the network rather than in substations: there could be an adverse effect on reliability of the network.
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There is no separate mechanism to require mandatory

provision of ancillary services, though in practice for new

generators the provision can be made ‘mandatory’

through the connection agreement, if the DNO could

show this was not discriminatory.

3.3.3 Technical capability

WPD noted that technical issues for ancillary services were

generally relatively easy to deal with, compared to commercial

and regulatory issues.

Generation developers expressed no serious concerns

about technical feasibility for providing reactive power

and voltage control. However generator experience with

provision of power quality services is as yet non-existent.

Wind, PV and AD plant now have good reactive power

capability, and good communications and control facilities.

Wind project developers did not think that reactive power

requirements would substantially affect their available

choice of wind turbines, though it would be a major short-

term problem for them if it did (i.e. until wind turbine

manufacturers responded to the increased requirement).

This was confirmed in discussion with a wind turbine

manufacturer. Two respondents noted that it is always

possible to meet reactive power and voltage requirements

by installing a Statcom24 or similar power-electronic device

with fast response. This is installed at wind farm level

rather than at turbine level. One generation developer

noted that, in some circumstances, it can be cheaper to

install a Statcom with relatively basic wind turbines than

to install wind turbines with more advanced capabilities.

Note however, that for small projects (e.g. FIT), turbine choice

and turbine technical capability may be less satisfactory. For

example, there is currently a very limited range of wind turbines

available at 500 kW size, unless long delivery times are

acceptable. One respondent involved in development of smaller

projects noted that the turbines under consideration for his

current project had only a limited range of reactive power.

Unlike reactive power provision, power quality services

provided by renewable generators are unknown25.

Substantial development, certification, and contractual

effort is likely to be required before these are 

standard features.

Previous experience from the wind industry indicates that,

for power quality issues, this will only happen either if

requirements become mandatory, or there is a creation of a

large stable market. Turbine suppliers do not like developing

non-standard products for specific countries. This could be

a substantial problem for suppliers of turbines aimed at

the FIT market, who may lack the capital and knowledge to

invest the necessary effort. A mandatory requirement is

therefore likely to drive some equipment suppliers out of

the UK market.

24 Static Compensator. A power-electronic device capable of producing and consuming reactive power, adjustable on very short timescales.

25 Except where additional special-purpose equipment has been installed on wind farms specifically to solve local problems.



3.4.1 Context

The formal process of application for a connection

requires submission of a connection application form,

with technical details of the proposed generating plant.

The DNO has a maximum of 3 months to provide a

formal connection offer with a price quotation, though

there is a rarely used route for extension of this time in

complex cases. The connection offer may be conditional

on other connection offers which are ‘live’ at the same

time. For UK Power Networks issued connection offers

the generation developer then has 90 days in which to

accept the offer before it lapses. Acceptance of the offer

triggers procurement and construction, and a programme

of payments by the generation developer to match this.

DNOs also offer a quick ‘budget’ estimate in advance of

the formal process. This does not result in firm costs or

programme nor does it constitute a legally binding offer. 

Unlike at transmission level, the generation developer 

pays for the construction cost of the connection before

construction is completed. This includes the DNO’s works

at the generator’s site and from there to the connection

to the existing network, and a proportion of any

modifications or reinforcement works within the 

existing network.

The connections process for generation projects has 

been a frequent source of complaints at transmission

and distribution levels26. WPD noted that it had changed

its administrative processes significantly in the last two

years. Connection applications at 11 kV are now handled

locally, with a named contact for each applicant, rather

than a central call centre.

3.4.2 Information provision

Greater provision of information clearly would be

beneficial for most prospective generation developers,

though they were aware that anything requiring

substantial increase in the workload of DNO connections

departments would be difficult to achieve. Generation

developers were mainly sympathetic to the difficulties

DNOs are known to face, particularly the high number of

connection applications, many of which turn out to be

speculative. SP reported that only about 10% of

applications get built, and that they feel there is some

evidence of ‘gaming’ the system.

There seems to be a clear benefit (and also substantial

costs) in increasing the information available in the Long

Term Development Statement (LTDS) or similar (see

Glossary). The main problems with this are:

• The LTDS is currently updated twice annually, with some

suspicion amongst generators that some parts of it may

not even be updated that frequently.

• The LTDS currently does not extend to 11 kV and LV

networks, and doing so, even for 11 kV, would be a

major effort.

However, several generation developers believed these

problems were surmountable. It is worth noting that the

benefits of doing this would extend beyond prospective

generators, and could eventually result in a reduction in

workload for connection departments.

A further step beyond greater detail and coverage of 

the LTDS information would be the calculation by the 

DNO of ‘heat maps’, showing areas where generation

connections (possibly by size) are expected to be feasible

or infeasible. If automated, this information could be

provided on-line more frequently than annually:

generators considered that quarterly or monthly 

would be about right.
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26 See for example the Distributed Generation Forum 2011 www.ofgem.gov.uk/Networks/ElecDist/Policy/DistGen/Pages/DistributedGeneration.aspx 
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This could, in principle, be extended to provide an on-line

power systems analysis tool, allowing anyone with the

capability to understand the results to perform standard

analyses of the thermal, voltage, fault level and other effects

of a proposed generator at a specific connection point.

Another potential improvement to information provision

could be to replicate the Customer Seminars run by NG

several times a year. NG views these as ‘very successful’.

These are particularly aimed at generators, especially

renewable generators. They generally consist of

presentations by NG staff on current and anticipated

issues on their network, and what they are planning or

proposing to do, followed by discussion groups on specific

technical, commercial and regulatory subjects. DNOs could

do the same for their areas, though a few generators

expressed concern about the time requirement to attend

twice-yearly meetings for each of 14 DNO areas. One

suggested that annual events would be adequate.

It was also suggested that it would be important to be

clear as to whether the events were pitched at electrical

engineers or non-specialists.

Two generation developers stated that the information

provided within the budget estimate was not sufficiently

detailed to be useful.

One generation developer requested that connection

offers should include an estimate of Use of System

charges, as this may be relevant to the generator’s

decisions. For connections at 11 kV and below the charges

are fixed and published, but above 11 kV are site-specific.

3.4.3 Flexibility

Generation developers, when submitting an application

for a budget or a firm quotation, often still have

substantial uncertainties in their projects. A good example

is that there may be sufficient land or feedstock for a 

10 MW project (say), and so the generator applies for a

10 MW connection, but if there was a substantial step

decrease in connection cost they may well be better off

with an 8 MW project.

Generation developers would therefore welcome a

process which allowed them to understand:

• How connection cost might vary with connection capacity;

• Whether a smaller connection might be achievable

significantly faster (particularly important for FIT projects);

• Whether there are alternative connection options with

higher cost but substantially greater certainty: for

example, a longer route using public roads, rather than

a shorter cross-country route crossing many

landowners, for which wayleave negotiations may take

substantially longer or cost more.

It is not clear if there are regulatory barriers or conversely

adequate incentives on DNOs to provide such alternative

options, and incur what could be significant extra costs.

This will be investigated further in FPP.

The discussion above regarding ‘Information Provision’ is

also clearly relevant.

An alternative, probably with lower costs and increased

benefits, is for the DNO to provide a detailed description of

their reasons for choosing a particular connection option,

and specifically identifying the design-driving issues and

their consequences. This would allow the generator to

consider the effect of changing the size or technical

capabilities of their projects, to avoid the limitations.

SSE stated that it was very important to incentivise the



customer applying for a generation connection to be

flexible, i.e. to make them aware of the potential benefits

of flexibility in project size or other characteristics.

3.4.4 Timing

An Independent Connections Provider (ICP) working for

one of the generation developers suggested that the

connections process could be accelerated by allowing

accredited contractors to provide connection offers,

particularly for relatively simple situations such as a

substation with a single direct generator connection. This

would require an improvement in the detail and updating

frequency of information provided by the DNO in the Long

Term Development Statement (LTDS), as discussed above.

The same ICP also saw savings if protection requirements

could be relaxed for specific classes or sizes of generators,

in particular PV, and in standardisation of connection

equipment configurations.

One developer suggested that an option to ‘defer’ a

connection would be useful, i.e. to accept the offer but to

schedule the construction works, payment schedule and

connection date so that costs were incurred no earlier

than necessary. They realise the dangers of ‘sterilisation’

of connection capacity by projects that progressed slowly

or were speculative, and did not suggest a solution to this

difficulty. However they did note that using the DNO for

only the non-contestable works was a partial solution, as

the contestable works could be built on a timescale to suit

the project. However it appears likely that DNOs could

also provide offers on this basis, if requested.

There is a particular issue with certainty of the timescales

for construction of the connection. Banks in particular are

concerned that the connection offer includes an

energisation date, but the penalties on the DNO should

the date fail to be met can be much smaller than the loss

this causes to the generation developer27. From previous

work, GL Garrad Hassan believes that in some cases

developers, particularly project-financed, could be happy

to accept a higher cost or later connection date, in return

for liquidated damages on the DNO to incentivise

achievement of the agreed date, in a form that will

convince a lender. The interview with RenewableUK

reinforced this view.

3.4.5 Standardisation of connection process

One generation developer stated that they saw the standard

connection application form developed by ENA and now used

by DNOs as a ‘big step forward’ in simplifying the connections

process, though another noted that the forms are not

suitable for PV, as they are designed for rotating plant. 

NG suggested that there should be large benefits from a

standardised connections process across all DNOs, because

this would simplify the process for generation developers. 

3.4.6 Incentivisation of DNOs

There is currently a Distributed Generation Incentive to

encourage DNOs to connect renewable generation, however

it has not been perceived as being very successful. Some

DNOs and NG noted that formal incentives played little

role in their behaviour: most of their actions were driven

by a culture of ‘keeping the lights on’ and continuously

ensuring customer satisfaction.

For each concept that FPP concludes is worth pursuing

further, there is clearly a need to investigate regulatory

and other barriers to doing so.
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3.5.1 Context

These issues are relevant to FPP for several reasons. If FPP

can demonstrate deferral or avoidance of new overhead lines

and substations that would otherwise be needed for new

renewable generation, this may be seen as a benefit by

local stakeholders. An understanding of the perceived benefit

by local communities would be a useful output from FPP.

Furthermore, if public opinion in an area is against new

renewable generation, this then helps inform FPP and

other stakeholders more generally about the likelihood of

renewable generation successfully gaining consent in the

area. This is most likely to apply to wind generation, but

biomass and PV are also prone to objections. More generally,

public opinion or policy may affect generator technology

choice and location, which in turn could impact the

distribution network. Examples would be very widespread

use of domestic and commercial PV, or widespread use of

small CHP biomass boilers connecting to urban networks. 

3.5.2 Planning consent issues

In this section, views gathered from interviews with

generation developers, Cambridgeshire County Council

(CCC) and Cambridgeshire Renewables Infrastructure

Framework (CRIF) are discussed.

Both CCC and CRIF interviewees noted that the CRIF final

report28 provided an ‘evidence base’ for the technical

renewable energy potential for Cambridgeshire, and what

would be needed in terms of infrastructure and funding to

deliver 28% of Cambridgeshire’s energy needs from

renewables by 2031. The 28% is a notional target if the

area is to deliver its fair share of renewable energy.

The evidence base has been adopted by all the

Cambridgeshire Local Authorities as an evidence base to

inform the development of local plan policies.

Local policy and opinions
The report shows that a substantial contribution across all

technologies is required to meet the 2031 notional target

of 28% including wind, biomass and PV generation. 

Both interviewees noted that wind turbines are a

particularly contentious issue locally. Opposition can be

expected to increase with further wind development.

Local politicians tend to favour biomass, solar, and energy

efficiency measures.

Without further onshore wind development in

Cambridgeshire, both interviewees believed it would be

very difficult to provide the quantity of renewable energy

required for Cambridgeshire to (a) deliver its fair share

and (b) secure sufficient local energy supplies.

CRIF suggested that negative local opinion could be

mitigated to some extent by community benefit funds or

guaranteed energy bill subsidies funded by the project

developer, though noted ‘not a lot of trust’ in wind

developers.

3.5.3 Economic benefits

The CRIF report indicated a substantial local employment

benefit (up to 11,500 jobs in the region), should the full

potential of renewable generation be realised. This is seen

to match an aim in the region to attract a cluster of

‘clean-tech’ jobs. Both interviewees considered that local

politicians and policymakers perceived this as the dominant

benefit and selling point of renewable generation. 

3.5.4 Network issues

The CRIF report considered delivery by three principal sectors:

• community organisations (for example, a village);

• public sector (role primarily in demonstration,

aggregation and demand creation, for example

3.5

28 Cambridgeshire Renewables Infrastructure Framework: Final report: Finance, Delivery and Engagement, 15 Feb 2012. Available
from: http://www.crif.citizenscape.net/core/ 



providing a single major heat ‘anchor load’ around

which a renewable heating system could be developed); 

• commercial sector: found to have the greatest role, i.e.

likely to provide the greatest amount of renewable

generation capacity. 

There are several conclusions relevant to FPP that can be

drawn from this work:

• For public acceptance reasons, there could be an

increase in the number of FIT projects, particularly wind,

developed by community organisations and located in

or near the community. 

• Pro-active engagement with the public sector as

electricity consumers appears justified: there appears to

be an appetite for customer on-site generation and

demand management.

• For the commercial sector, a large driver is the

obligations for new developments to be ‘sustainable’29.

There are likely to be cost advantages in many cases 

in using off-site renewable generation rather than on-

site (for example, PV roofs). CCC is investigating ways to

set up financing mechanisms for such arrangements.

These developments are likely to have network

impacts, but they also offer scope for demand

management co-ordinated with renewables production.
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3.6.1 Short Term Operating Reserve (STOR) generators

STOR contracts and generators are described in Appendix 3. 

The initial scope of stakeholder engagement did not include

consideration of STOR generators. Although these generators

are typically diesel or gas-fuelled and therefore not

renewable, discussions with four generation developers

and NG did produce a potentially interesting arrangement

of renewable generation and STOR generators sharing the

same network connection capacity. This could potentially

fulfil the FPP aim of achieving faster and cheaper network

connections for renewable generation: faster because a

renewable generator could make use of an existing

connection, and cheaper by allowing two projects to share

the same connection.

The current contracts with NG appear to prevent such an

arrangement. WPD stated that the problems were both

contractual and regulatory. There should be no technical

difficulties, apart from providing suitable metering

arrangements to ensure that ROC or FIT income is only

gained from true output from the renewable generation.

It is concluded here that this concept could be investigated

further in FPP.

Other findings
3.6



04
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This section summarises the key conclusions, and where

relevant proposes ‘next steps’ to be taken forward by other

workstreams within FPP.

In parallel with the stakeholder engagement process, FPP

has been engaged in ‘recruiting’ proposed generators30 for

detailed study in the remainder of the project. In addition

to the specific conclusions discussed in further sections, there

is a clear need for an early analysis of the key issue (technical,

commercial or regulatory) that is the most significant ‘design

driver’ for the connections for each of the recruited generation

developers. This analysis may indicate patterns by location,

project size or other factor. 

Similarly, the interviews with CCC and CRIF demonstrate 

a clear need for UK Power Networks to be more closely

involved with the infrastructure planning function at CCC,

and there would be benefits if FPP staff could be involved

in this for the duration of the project.

General
4.1

30 Details of ‘recruitment’ are given in Appendix 3.



Generation developers were well aware of curtailment

principles. DNOs were implementing or evaluating

seasonal and active curtailment schemes. One DNO said

that dynamic line rating was becoming their ‘business as

usual’ approach. Curtailment is seen as a very promising

avenue for investigation within FPP.

Generation developers were very willing to consider

connections with curtailment risk, provided there were

benefits to their project. Cost savings were seen as the

major benefit, though projects funded through FIT also

expected a substantial benefit from time savings, driven

by the FIT programme of reducing tariffs depending on

commissioning date.

Generation developers saw no difficulties with technical

implementation of curtailment, provided the process was

transparent and reasons for curtailment events were

explained soon afterwards. SSE noted that communications

failures had been the major problem for the curtailment

scheme on Orkney. Advance warning of curtailment was

seen as of little value unless on timescales that could

allow maintenance to be scheduled (i.e. weeks).

Uncertainty in the estimation of curtailment volumes, 

i.e. the lost production, was seen as the biggest issue 

by generation developers. At the time of obtaining a

connection agreement, generation developers have other

substantial uncertainties to contend with in the project.

This issue is greatest for those generation developers using

project finance31. Others, such as small projects financed

through FIT arrangements, or where the landowner has

other income streams, showed less sensitivity to this issue.

Means of reducing the impact of this uncertainty were

reviewed, including a ‘cap’ on generator liability, thereby

transferring residual risk to UK Power Networks. The issue

of risk allocation and transfer should be investigated 

further in FPP. 

A Last In First Out (LIFO) arrangement, while not viewed

as essential in its own right, would remove one significant

source of uncertainty for generators, although it would limit

the DNO’s ability to optimise curtailment across multiple

generators. This should be investigated further in FPP.

It was noted by SSE that in their trial with ANM on Orkney,

while LIFO removed one significant source of uncertainty for

generators (i.e. the impact of further generation behind the

same constraint), there had been greater than anticipated

curtailment levels on their project in Orkney owing to the growth

of micro-generators below the 50kW threshold for participation

in the scheme. FPP should look closely at what should be an

appropriate “de minimis” limit for participation in FPP to avoid

a similar issue. This will involve a cost benefit analysis of: 

• potential erosion of headroom caused by growth of

micro-generators below the threshold;

• the cost of including those generators within the

communications network being considered as part of 

the FPP project.

There is an unresolved issue with curtailment estimation

in ‘worst case’ or ‘stress test’ analyses, to do with the

curtailment estimates appropriate for ‘low wind years’.

This will be analysed within FPP. 

For the recruited generation developers, where generator

curtailment could offer an improved connection, it would

be useful to estimate the level of curtailment within FPP as

a case study. If this is found to be small, the effect of

uncertainty is also small, and generator concerns about

uncertainty could be reduced. A further benefit would be to

establish the dominant factors affecting the uncertainty of

this estimate.
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It is concluded that, for the purposes of FPP, it is only necessary

to consider the following as potential ancillary services:

• Control of reactive power to control voltage;

• Power quality: reduction of harmonic voltages and

voltage fluctuations.

Generation developers expressed no serious concerns

about technical feasibility for providing reactive power and

voltage control. However generator experience with provision

of power quality services is as yet non-existent. Therefore

FPP should conduct an analysis of the relevance of power

quality issues to renewable generation in the FPP area: this

may conclude that harmonics and voltage fluctuations are

not important issues, and there is no prospect of an ancillary

services market for them.

Generation developers were, without exception, open to

the concept of providing ancillary services. The major

unresolved issues appear to be commercial and contractual:

the issues are reviewed in Section 3.3. The next steps within

FPP should be to develop commercial arrangements. WPD

noted that they, through the Low Carbon Hub project (see

Section 2.2), are also developing commercial arrangements

for generators. They suggested that co-operation with UK Power

Networks and via the ENA could produce standard arrangements

that could form a useful basis for other DNOs to adopt.

Specifically for the voltage control issue, the competition

may be stand-alone voltage regulators. Further work in FPP

could estimate the cost of resolving voltage control issues

with voltage regulators, and therefore establish an estimate

of the maximum income a wind farm could expect to obtain

from provision of this service. As this analysis may be highly

location-specific, it may be best to carry out this analysis

on the ‘recruited’ projects for which voltage control is an

issue, as a case study.

Ancillary services
4.3



There could be major benefits for generators and possibly

also DNOs from greater provision of information about the

network. Several options are discussed in Section 3.4.2. FPP

should conduct a cost-benefit analysis, based on the cases

of the ‘recruited’ generators, to determine the net benefit,

if any, that would have been gained had more detailed

network information been available to the generator.

The costs and benefits of providing alternative connection

offers should be analysed within FPP (Section 3.4.3). If this

indicates a net benefit, the current and future incentives on

DNOs should be reviewed to determine whether they are

sufficient to produce this result.

FPP should investigate any commercial and regulatory

barriers to provision of connection offers with substantial

liquidated damages for delay of construction or energisation

of the connection. The ‘recruited’ generators could be used

as case studies, to evaluate the costs and risks to the DNO

of providing this.

There appears to be an opportunity for gains to both

generators and DNOs by standardising the connections

process and documentation across all DNOs. This is not an

issue for further investigation in FPP.

For any concept that FPP determines is likely to improve the

connections process, an evaluation should be carried out 

to determine if current or future proposed DNO incentive

mechanisms are adequate to ensure the improvement 

is implemented. 
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An interesting concept has been identified, to make best

use of the distribution network by sharing connection

capacity between renewable generators, and generators

with STOR contracts. In principle this could allow cheaper

connections for renewable generators. FPP should examine

the contractual impediments to this, and if positive, should

conduct a cost-benefit analysis to compare against the

STOR-only and renewable-only options. 

Other findings
4.5
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The initial stakeholder engagement process included an aim

to consider and record more general ‘learning’ on stakeholder

engagement. This was intended principally for UK Power

Networks, which has a general aim and requirement to

demonstrate stakeholder engagement, but could be relevant

for other bodies, in particular other DNOs.

Aim
5.1



The engagement process, as originally planned, generally

worked well. The involvement from proposed generation

developers was particularly successful: this was clearly

driven by a strong and immediate desire to achieve

cheaper and faster distribution network connections.

Telephone interviews were effective, and certainly

cheaper and easier to arrange than face-to-face meetings.

It is doubtful if the number of generation developers

interviewed could have been achieved if meetings had

been used, and certainly not within the same timescale.

Some generation developers referred the request for an

interview on to their consultants or construction partners,

including in several cases ICPs. This was not foreseen, but

was useful because these interviewees often were able to

refer to useful experience on other projects.

Additional stakeholders (wind turbine manufacturers,

banks and NG) were identified during the process, mainly

because of the issues identified by generation developers,

but also because of further thinking within the project team. 

This initial stakeholder engagement activity was a time

limited exercise with eight weeks allocated for interviewing

stakeholders. We found this was time was, for the most

part, sufficient. However, we had difficulty contacting two

stakeholder groups:

• only one brief interview with a bank could be arranged;

• only one wind turbine manufacturer could be found to

provide an interview on technology issues: others may

have been willing, but their technical staff are based in

Denmark and Germany and therefore even less likely to

be available during the summer holiday period.

It is arguable that in other circumstances, satisfactory

engagement with generation developers could be

achieved through the trade associations, especially

RenewableUK for the large number of wind projects. The

trade associations are well aware of the concerns of their

members, and have means of engaging with them to

address specific issues. However, for the FPP project, an

aim of stakeholder engagement was to ‘recruit’ a number

of proposed generation developers for further involvement

in the rest of the project, and this would not have been

possible through a trade association. Also, developers of

the smallest projects are less likely to be members.
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The second stakeholder engagement activity is planned to

take place towards the end of the FPP process.

It is concluded that no major changes to the process have

been identified as necessary at this stage. The plans for the

second stakeholder engagement will take into account:

• findings of the FPP project (which may drive whether the

second stakeholder engagement should concentrate on,

for example, commercial issues, or issues relevant to a

particular generating technology or size range);

• demonstrated involvement of some organisations 

(for example, relatively intense involvement of a few 

specific generators);

• possible emergence of new relevant organisations (for

example, a ‘system users’ group for the Cambridge area).

Second stakeholder engagement process
5.3
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AD, Anaerobic Digestion

Anaerobic conversion of biomass and wastes into biogas. In

the context of this report, the gas is then used as a fuel for

electricity generation.

ANM, Active Network Management

Standard practice on transmission networks: proactive,

frequent manual or automatic intervention in the

configuration of the network, generator behaviour, and

(less frequently) demand customer behaviour. Traditionally,

distribution networks have instead adopted a ‘fit and

forget’ approach, where the network is designed to cope

with all but the rarest combinations of weather, customer

demand and equipment failure, without manual or

automatic reaction. Now becoming much more attractive

for DNOs as the costs of communications and automation

fall, as reinforcement becomes more difficult, and as

expectations of customers and regulators rise.

Connect and Manage

An approach to network reinforcement, to cope with a large

number of connection applications from generators. Generators

are permitted to connect once the necessary infrastructure

to connect them to the existing network has been built.

Reinforcements elsewhere in the network which are necessary

to meet full security standards can follow later. In the interim,

generators may have to be curtailed occasionally, for which

they are recompensed. The costs of this curtailment are

socialised across all users of the system, and have to be

balanced against the advantages.

Contestable and Non-contestable Works

To connect a generator to a distribution network, civil and

electrical works have to be completed. This may include laying

cables, building new overhead lines, or modifying equipment

in an existing substation. This is split into non-contestable

works, which only the DNO can do, and contestable works,

which can be provided by an Independent Connections

Provider (ICP) working directly for the generation developer.

DECC, Department of Energy and Climate Change

The UK government department responsible for energy,

including electricity distribution, and renewables policy.

DLR, Dynamic Line Rating

Estimation of capacity of an overhead line as a function 

of meteorological conditions and possibly also conductor

temperature.

DNO, Distribution Network Operator

The operator of an electricity distribution system in Britain,

and holder of an electricity distribution licence.

FIT, Feed-in Tariff

A set of fixed tariffs paid for electricity produced and electricity

exported by renewable generators, differentiated by

generating technology and project size. The tariffs effectively

provide a robust long-term Power Purchase Agreement for

small renewable generators. http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/

content/cms/meeting_energy/Renewable_ener/feedin_t

ariff/feedin_tariff.aspx 

FPP, Flexible Plug and Play

The project for which this report is a deliverable. The ‘FPP

Area’ is an area of the electricity distribution network in

Cambridgeshire which has been specifically identified as

suitable for the purposes of the FPP project.

http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Networks/ElecDist/lcnf/stlcnp

/year2/flexible-plug-and-play/Pages/index.aspx

ICP, Independent Connections Provider

A commercial organisation qualified to design and build

connections to DNO networks. See Contestable and Non-

Contestable Works.

IFI, Innovation Funding Incentive

See LCNF.



LCNF, Low Carbon Networks Fund

A funding method administered by OFGEM which aims 

to investigate and demonstrate means by which electricity

networks can respond to Government policy on 

emissions reduction. http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/

Networks/ElecDist/lcnf/Pages/lcnf.aspx 

Registered Power Zones was a previous programme with

similar aims. Innovation Funding Incentive is an ongoing

innovation funding mechanism.

http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Pages/MoreInformation.aspx?d

ocid=46&refer=Networks/Techn/NetwrkSupp/Innovat/ifi 

LIFO, Last In First Out

Method of prioritising, in this case of generators for

curtailment. Ensures that no generator can be adversely

affected by the arrival of new generators.

LTDS, Long Term Development Statement

Each DNO has a licence obligation to produce an LTDS,

which contains maps, diagrams and technical information

on their network (33 kV and above), and is intended to

allow others to carry out at least preliminary investigations

of the feasibility or cost of new connections.

LV, Low Voltage

The voltage at which domestic and most commercial

customers are connected, nominally 230 V single phase,

415 Vac three-phase.

NG, National Grid

Licensed transmission system operator for England, Wales

and Scotland.

OFGEM, Office of Gas and Electricity Markets

The UK electricity and gas industries regulator.

Project finance

Also known as non-recourse financing. In this financing

method, the only security for the lender is the project itself,

and the lender has ‘no recourse’ to recoup the loan should

the project developer default, except by taking over

ownership of the project. It is therefore considerably more

risky than other forms of lending, and this is reflected

either in the interest rates charged by the lenders or in the

amount of equity that is required.

PV, Photovoltaic

Generation of electricity directly from sunlight.

RPZ, Registered Power Zone

See LCNF.

SP, ScottishPower

Holder of electricity distribution licences for southern

Scotland and north Wales/Merseyside area.

SSE, Scottish and Southern

Holder of electricity distribution licences for northern

Scotland and an area of southern England.

STOR, Short Term Operating Reserve

NG contracts with generators to provide generating

capacity that can be called on at short notice, for example

to deal with peaks in demand, or sudden failures of other

generating plant.

TSO, Transmission System Operator

The organisation responsible for operation of the transmission

system. Not necessarily the owner of the transmission

system. NG is the TSO for England, Scotland and Wales.

Use of System charges

Charges imposed by the DNO on all users of the distribution

system, to fund development, operation and maintenance

of the system.

WPD, Western Power Distribution

Holder of electricity distribution licences for four areas of

England and Wales. 
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Appendix 1

Stakeholder Method of
engagement

Proposed number
of interviews

Achieved

18 proposed generators agreed to participate, 
of which 100% were interviewed by telephone

Telephone interviews with WPD, SSE and SP

Meeting

Meeting with Cambridge County Council,
covering both functions

Telephone interview with CRIF

Additional interview with Renewable UK added

One additional telephone interview

18 Proposed
generators

DNOs

DECC

Local
government

Local network
users

Trade
associations

National Grid

Telephone interview

Telephone interview

Meeting

Meeting

Meeting

Comment on
draft report

Telephone interview

70% of group

Three, if specified DNOs are willing

One at an early stage, and a second
towards the end

Ideally one meeting for both consenting
and economic development functions,
but separate meetings if necessary

One

None planned

None originally included

4 existing generators agreed to participate, of
which 100% were interviewed by telephone

70% of groupTelephone interviewExisting
generation

One additional telephone interview (brief)Wind turbine
manufacturers

Telephone interview None originally included

One additional telephone interview (brief)Lenders Telephone interview None originally included

The 18 generation developers interviewed
represent 22 projects in the FPP area:

PROJECTS

12 proposed wind projects

4 existing wind projects

2 proposed photovoltaic (PV)

2 proposed anaerobic digestion (AD)

2 proposed diesel or gas generators 
for the Short Term Operating Reserve
(STOR) market

Summary of initial stakeholder engagement activities

22
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As a secondary objective, the initial stakeholder engagement

included ‘recruitment’ of proposed generation developers for

involvement in subsequent FPP workstreams. The ideal

requirements were defined as:

• technical capability to modify characteristics or behaviour

(long-term or for specific events);

• location so that modified characteristics or behaviour will

provide net benefits;

• commercial or other incentive to participate;

• adequate level of interest at managerial level. 

The FPP project team has identified and is currently focusing

on six proposed wind projects that are currently actively

seeking connection and for which a potential FPP connection

could be offered. 

Recruitment of generators for subsequent elements of FPP

Appendix 2
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Generators can agree STOR contracts with NG to provide

additional generation capacity when required: typically

periods of forecast peak demand. There are many forms

of STOR providers, but of interest here are small

generators, typically diesels of a few MW. These aim for a

connection to the distribution system, largely because:

• The STOR generator can locate anywhere there is space

for containerised generators and fuel storage, and so are

relatively free to look for ‘cheap’ connection locations;

• Distribution connection at 33 kV or 11 kV involves a

simpler consenting process than at higher voltages.

Two STOR generators were included in the interviews.

These are substantially different from the wind, PV and

AD generators, in that their aim is to be available for

specific contracted short periods. However, their needs for

generator connections are similar. The exception is for

curtailment: a STOR generator is unaffected by curtailment

risk outside its likely periods of operation, but extremely

sensitive to curtailment risk within those periods.

Two relevant points emerged from discussions with the

STOR generators, and others:

Joint STOR and renewables projects

A wind farm (for example) has a relatively low capacity

factor and therefore makes poor use of its connection

asset. It is sensible to consider a wind farm and a STOR

project (a diesel or gas engine) sharing the same connection.

Outside STOR contracted periods, the wind farm would

operate as normal. Within STOR contracted periods, the

requirement is for additional generation to be brought on

Short term operating reserve (STOR)

line rapidly when needed, so in principle the wind generation

would have to be shut down in advance, to allow sufficient

connection capacity for the diesel to run if required31.

The economics of the combined project may be better

than for separate projects32.

Complex regulatory issues may have to be resolved,

including metering for allocation of ROCs.

NG are understood to be investigating this concept, though

details are not known at the time of writing. One renewable

generator stated that they also were actively investigating

this topic, though not for any specific project at present.

The STOR concept was discussed with one of the AD

project developers. Concern was expressed that, for the

same volume of gas to be burned annually, operating in a

regime other than baseload would require greater gas

storage capacity, a larger genset, and a larger connection

capacity. Therefore the concept appears to apply only to

wind and PV projects.

Technical requirements for STOR connections

One STOR generator noted that as STOR generators run

predominantly during periods of high demand, the network

connection should not be designed on assumptions of low

load. A typical issue is high voltages while the STOR

generator is running and demand is low, and it is arguable

that this is a relevant design case. 

Similarly, STOR generation may be unlikely to run when

the network is configured to provide high fault levels, and

an alternative assumption may reduce costs.

Appendix 3

32 Though as STOR generation is only required when there is insufficient generation, there is an argument that the wind generation should be allowed to run anyway. This then would
limit the STOR capacity that can be sold when required, so detailed consideration of commercial issues would be required to ensure no perverse incentives.

33 A further improvement to project economics may be possible if the STOR generator used hydrogen as a fuel, for example, and the wind plant was equipped with an electrolyser to
make use of ‘surplus’ wind to produce hydrogen. This could allow the network connection capacity required to be downsized, though the required gas storage capacity may be high.



National Grid (NG), as TSO, has implemented a ‘Connect

and Manage’ principle for transmission connections. This

was largely driven by connection applications from

renewable generation, principally offshore wind in the

south and onshore wind in the north.

Connect and Manage may be harder to implement at

distribution level, because of differences in the regulatory

principles affecting connection charging. However, it is

instructive to summarise the important points from NG’s

experience in implementing this change:

• The necessary changes required significant cross-

industry effort, which was achievable due to the clear

and pressing need to remove transmission as a blocker.

In other words, transmission connection was holding up

a very large volume of renewable generation projects,

and possibly preventing them proceeding at all, thereby

preventing the 2020 renewable targets being achieved.

This blockage, if left unchecked, could also in the longer

term present a risk to security of supply. For NG, there

was also a severe reputational risk.

• Connect and Manage was only one of several steps

taken by NG. The first was to police the queue, i.e.

determining if projects were speculative, or could

demonstrate reasonable progress on achieving

consents, procurement and financing. User Commitment

requirements also changed to help facilitate queue

management. Ofgem also agreed to ‘anticipatory

investment’ where there was a strong case.

• Renewable generators were strongly in favour, 

and provided useful support. Generators with

conventional generation plant in the south of the 

UK expressed objections.

• Implementing Connect and Manage required

collaboration of DECC, Ofgem and NG. Cost-benefit

analyses were important, comparing estimated

curtailment costs against reinforcement costs, achievability

of Government goals, and risk of stranded assets. 

• Connect and Manage turned out to provide a significant

reduction in the risk of stranded assets, as reinforcement

could be built after the generation projects had been

built, or at least had demonstrated strong commitment

by starting construction. In effect, this suggests that it

can be better to incur extra constraint costs, in order to

buy time to make better decisions on network investment.

SSE noted the same conclusion at distribution level.

• Connect and Manage had advantages over other

options of relative simplicity, and speed. 
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National Grid’s experience with curtailment of
renewables production on the transmission system

Appendix 4
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